Characterizing information decay in patient handoffs.
The purpose of this study was to analyze the decay of information with multiple sequential patient handoff reports given by third-year medical students who have not had standardized patient handoff training. We examine the information decay of quantitative parameters included in 2 different simulated patient history and physical handoffs conducted among third-year medical students. Both student self-surveys and third party observer surveys tracked accuracy of information. A total of 93 students were surveyed for the first patient scenario and 103 students were surveyed for second patient scenario. Survey data were aggregated into 2 separate spreadsheets, one for each patient scenario tested. A total of 16 data points pertaining to the checklist were analyzed for common trends in handoff accuracy and information decay. Quantitative analysis of information passed between handoffs showed that between the 2 case scenarios, there was a consistent loss of information between one presenter to the next. Overall, 33% of information was lost between the first and third handoffs. Within the progression of individual handoffs, a narrative decay was demonstrated. There was a regression in handoff accuracy, trending down to an average of only 45% of information being passed on successfully by the time each presenter reached the last piece of information in their patient presentation. When examining the survey data points that had greater than an 80% success rate of being included in the handoffs, there appeared to be no correlation between their inherent qualities. This study showed there is a significant decrease in accuracy of information during sequential patient handoff exercises. The information decay may be a result of time, memory, or relevance of the information to the student. Future studies incorporating teaching effective handoffs early in the clinical curriculum would be an area of future research.